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2004 STMA SCHOOLS/PARKS CO PLEX OF THE YEAR

24 Aspen Ret Center wins
The sports fieLd compLex is used 365 days a year. Baseball,
softbalt, footbaLL,soccer, rugby, and Lacrosse are pLayedspring
through fall, and in the winter the fieLds are part of a Nordic
Trails system.
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GREEN SCIENCE

OS Strategies for overused fields
Field overuse occurs when the traffic volume exceeds the performance capability.

1 4 Seeded bermudagrass varieties offer new opportunities
Because of its toughness and tenaciousness, this tried and true turfgrass continues to be
successful for sports fields in southern and transition-zone environments.

IRRIGATION/DRAINAGE

1 B Irrigation system scores several goals
The American Hebrew Academy has a new irrigation system, but they want the water to
keep moving through the profile of their showcase soccer field.

AROUND THE GROUNDS

Paying for field use
Many communities struggle with the idea of charging a user fee for field rental cost. Why is
this concept a struggle?

A labor of love
"Field of Excellence" winner a source of community pride.
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ON THE COVER: What a place to grow up, in beautiful Aspen,
Colorado. Photo courtesy of Blair Elliot, City of Aspen Parks.
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